08/02/2022
British Ecological Society: Expression of Interest for Digital Development of educational platform
We are seeking a digital developer to deliver updates and new functionality for an existing webbased platform used for education and engagement. The contract will involve approximately one
month of work with a budget of £2,500 - £8,000 (inc. VAT) dependent on deliverables proposed.
More details of the technologies involved are provided within this document.
1.0 Introduction to the project:
The British Ecological Society, working with MammalWeb, the University of Greenwich, Middlesex
University and SMASHfestUK are working on a project in North-East England connecting young people
and families with nature. This ‘Connecting schools with nature in North-East England’ project involves
digital and in-person workshops, plus training teachers and volunteers in how they can engage their pupils
with the natural environment. As part of this, participants are being invited to sign-up and use a new web
platform called “Encounters”. This platform will provide gamified learning and a system for pupils, teachers
and volunteers to log the activities they are carrying out to help connect them to nature. The platform also
hosts a ‘resource hub’ and community areas for teachers and ecologists to share learnings and materials.

1.1 British Ecological Society
The BES was established in 1913 and has been fostering the science of ecology ever since. It has 6,000
members around the world and brings people together across regional, national and global scales to
advance ecological science. Membership is open to anyone, anywhere.Our vision is for nature and people
to thrive in a world inspired by ecology.
We publish scientific research journals and books, award grants for furthering ecology and supporting our
community, and organise a number of diverse, innovative events throughout the year including our Annual
Meeting conference for ecologists. In addition we support our members and combine their knowledge to
promote ecological science and evidence informed solutions to policymakers.
We also help our members communicate ecology to diverse audiences, through the provision of science
communication training, funding and the opportunity to attend events including public exhibitions, festivals,
and schools outreach programmes. Relating to the ‘Connecting schools with nature’ project specifically, we
offer training and development programmes in addition to careers support for ecologists of all career
stages.
1.2 Background
The National Heritage Lottery fund ran a funding competition in 2021 called the Green Recovery Challenge
Fund (‘GRCF’ Round 2), developed by Defra and its Arm’s-Length Bodies, including Natural England, the
Forestry Commission, and the Environment Agency. The GRCF supports nature projects across England
with funding worth up to £40m.
In July 2021, the BES along with its partners (MammalWeb Ltd. and SMASH-UK) were successful in
securing £248,700 funding for the ‘Connecting schools to nature in North East England‘ project. The project
aims to engage primary school pupils, teachers, and early career ecologists to deliver a green

transformation to 50 schools in disadvantaged areas of North- East England and create the ‘Environmental
Educators of tomorrow’.
The programme will benefit wildlife through the creation of wildflower areas, hedgehog-highways, birdfeeding stations, nest-boxes and insect ‘hotels’. Pupils will then become citizen scientists, monitoring the
wildlife around their schools. Through these activities, the programme will increase young peoples’
connection to nature, with an estimated 10,000 pupils getting involved. Importantly, the project will centre
around the digital “Encounters” web platform for engaging pupils and hosting resources for teachers and
volunteers throughout the project and beyond.
1.3 Description of existing digital platform- “Encounters”
The Encounters web platform is a microsite which exists on the Mammalweb website. Encounters is
intended to be a gamified platform in which pupils are assigned avatars (animals which represent them)
and can log tasks or activities related to the project (such as litter-picking, or creating an ‘insect hotel’ or
watching a nature documentary) which can earn them and their school points and badges.
Schools and individuals can compete and tasks are allocated different points. Evidence for completing the
tasks can be uploaded by pupils and teachers. Each user type has a different view and dashboard (pupil,
teacher, environmental educator).
The purpose of the platform is to provide an engaging platform which encourages pupils to carry out
activities that can connect them to nature, giving rewards and feedback that will continue to engage them
and their families outside school as well as inside.
The pages which currently exist on the platform include the following (See Appendix A for screenshots and
additional information on specific user functionality):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

BES project page
Resource hub
Activities (dashboard for viewing and logging tasks)
Access control
Schools community dashboard
Student dashboard
Teacher dashboard, including a portal for managing student activity
My school dashboard
Messaging platform (for teachers and ecologists to communicate with one another)

1.4 Purpose of the Tender Document
The basic development of the platform has been carried out but this tender is to add in additional
functionality which was desired but not possible to incorporate in the first phase of development.
It is hoped that the successful tender for this piece of development may also be interested in tendering for a
subsequent contract which will be a larger overhaul of the platform to enhance its UX through increased
use of graphics and animation and gamification of the user journey.
2.0 Requirements
The programme of events is taking place in 3 modules, focussing on different animal groups in each
module: 1) Mammals 2) Insects 3) Birds. The site is currently built to reflect the needs of Module 1, where
content (i.e. tasks, activities, badges, artworks) was focussed on the topic of mammals. There are 3
modules in total and our development needs involve updating the site for Module 2, including adding new
content and improving the overall user experience.

A breakdown of the development needs is as follows:

2.1 Design changes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Uploading content created and supplied by the BES team (e.g., new articles and graphics)
Add in buttons for links in articles and task descriptions (e.g., to MammalWeb)
Inclusion of a word-count indicator when uploading content to the platform
Tabs / buttons to quickly find different types of uploads (rather than current drop down list)
Embedding videos onto the platform
Inserting a more obvious hyperlink/button that connects MammalWeb to BES Encounters
Add Funders/HLF logo to main page and any relevant sub-pages
Improving the current ‘share with my school/community’ buttons so these are more obvious and
intuitive to use

2.2 Platform functionality
A.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

General
Implementation of a dashboard or similar to differentiate between module content
Including the option to delete resources that have been uploaded to the hub by users
Expanding type and size of files that can be uploaded e.g. .doc, .ODP, .pptx files
Adding error messages when file limit/types are exceeded
Ability to rename uploads after they are uploaded (&/or ability for BES staff to rename files as
appropriate)
Ability for teachers to rename and organise pupil accounts
Ability for teachers to make pupil accounts themselves

B. Points System
● More flexibility in the functionality of our current points system to allow for tasks to be logged as a
group or an individual
● Set different point thresholds per school for activities carried out.
● Add ability to gain points without uploading evidence
C. Navigation
● Include buttons to easily get back to the Encounters platform from MammalWeb (parent website)
● Creating a search facility that users can search for specific content on each page. This will include
uploaded documentation such as DOC and PDFs.
D. Social Media
● Link to the BES Facebook page; opportunity to “like” the Facebook page; facility to automatically
post material from website to Facebook page. Additionally, a link to the BES instagram page and
ability for project participants to easily share photos, ideally encouraging them to tag the BES or
#BES EncountersWithNature at some point in that user journey.
● Link to the SSRL Twitter account; show Twitter feed on selected key pages.
● Opportunities for site visitors to share the contents of the page they are on to Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, Linkedin, Reddit, Google+ or via email.
2.3 Platform Legacy Amends
●
●
●

Including an admin user who would be able to see reports of everything each school has done
and everything that has been uploaded to resource hub
More flexibility and ease in pairing schools and environmental educator accounts
Different file size limits for different types of MammalWeb users so that admins can upload larger
files.

2.4 General
Some general points to be addressed:
● Cross browser support: The pages must be viewable in all major web browsers as of the
completion date. (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Opera, Firefox and Safari).
● Speed: Load times must be acceptable for users.
●
With regards to IP, we intend that the site to be developed should remain the property of BES.
2.5 Device Accessibility
The site should be available on the following devices and platforms:
● Windows PCs and laptops
● Apple PCs and laptops
● Apple iPads and iPhones
● Android tablets and smartphones
2.6 Graphic Design: look and feel
The feelings or attributes that we would like to convey through the website include:
Professional
Engaging
Dynamic
Inclusive
Friendly

3.0 Technical Requirements and Project Management
Both MammalWeb and Encounters are hosted on Amazon Web Services, built on the Joomla! Content
Management System. Technologies used include AWS, S3, Linux, MySQL, Apache, PHP and Javascript.
Any documentation uploaded to the ‘Resource Hub’ is stored in S3.
The overall project is managed by the BES. The successful developer will be working in consultation with
staff at the BES, as well as project partners (Mammalweb Ltd., SMASH-UK) and a development consultant
who has constructed the platform so far.
4.0 Budget
It is anticipated that quotes for work described will be in the region of £2500 to £8000, exclusive of any VAT
payable. Candidates should please indicate if their work is VAT inclusive/exclusive. Preference for payment
to be made on satisfactory completion of the website development, although please do inquire about
alternative payment schedules you may require and we will be happy to work with you.
5.0 Timeline
The following delivery schedule should inform your expression of interest:

Timeline

Action

8th April 2022

Opening date for expression of interest

19th April 2022

Initial expression of interest as outlined in Section 5.2 received by
1200 BST

22nd April 2022

Final quotation and plan of work received by 1200 BST

25th April 2022

Preferred project initiation

21st May 2022

The project changes must be completed

5.1 Guidelines for submission of expression of interest:
Please submit the following:
● CV (2 page max)
● A 1 page document including:
○ A. With reference to the technologies identified in Section 3.0, please confirm your ability
to address all aspects defined by the headings within the requirements section 2.0.Please
clearly outline your capacity to, and experience of, delivering such works and include
descriptions / examples of relevant past work. In lieu of being able to show examples of
work due to copyright issues, please submit descriptions.
○ B. A quotation of day rates
○ C. Confirmation of availability during periods listed in table above (5.1)

All responses must be sent as in PDF to Chris Jeffs (BES) chrisj@britishecologicalsociety.org and
Philip Stephens (Durham University / MammalWeb Ltd.) philip.stephens@durham.ac.uk before 1200
BST, 19 April 2022.
Suppliers may be asked questions about their response to allow the selection process to be made, please
note this may involve a face to face meeting. Upon shortlisting, there will be the opportunity to speak to the
team, view the platform in more detail and be briefed on the technologies involved.
Please note that the BES will review submissions on a rolling basis and reserve the right to select a
suitable candidate prior to the closing date.

Appendix A : Visuals of digital “Encounters” Platform
The following outlines a series of screenshots demonstrating the current “Encounters” digital platform. The
proposed development works will involve adapting this existing platform as outlined in this document.
The Landing page: (Please note: this is the only publicly accessible page at this stage of the project)
https://www.mammalweb.org/en/bes-encounters

Pupil dashboard: Landing page for pupil users allowing navigation throughout functions.

Pupil Task Dashboard: Pupils encounter locked/unlocked ‘tasks’ in different categories, with help articles
appearing in the ‘more’ button to help guide them towards completing activities. Badges are then unlocked.

Pupil Badge Dashboard: Pupils can review their unlocked badges after completing tasks.

Pupil Species Card Dashboard: Completed tasks also unlock ‘species cards’ with facts after completion.

Pupils Schools Progress Dashboard: By completing tasks pupils within a class/school accumulate points
that unlock award levels and prizes. These accumulated totals and progress are logged on this dashboard.

Pupils Community Dashboard: All pupils can see how collectively their school and points totals rank
across the different 50 schools participating in the project.

Teacher dashboard: Landing page for users assigned as Teachers.

Student Progress Dashboard: All teachers can track the progress of individual students in their classes
and schools, approving their activity to ensure points and progress is unlocked.

The Resource Hub: Location of resources provided by BES and other users. Involves ability to both
upload and download, as well as previewing and ‘liking’ content present.

Messaging Dashboard: All Teachers and Volunteers can communicate in assigned pairs via a messaging
platform. This contains the ability for project managers to observe and respond.

